
This is DMV’s sixth Peak Performance Meeting.  

 

No attendees as this is an e-report out.  

 

 



DMV’s vision is measurable. It aligns with the Citywide vision in the following ways:  

•Citywide: DMV touches a large population citywide. Its constituents are dealerships, 
fleets and other entities, as well as the individual customer. 

•Everyone matters: DMV strives to provide excellent customer service and reduce 
wait times because everyone matters. DMV coordinates with the State to reduce 
vehicular crimes because everyone’s safety matters.  

•World-class: While Denver Motor Vehicle cannot compare itself to DMVs in other 
states because CO has different standards for titling than other states, they do 
measure themselves against other CO counties. The Vision is to become the leader in 
the MV industry in state of CO. Denver County is one of the largest counties of the 68 
counties that administer and regulate motor vehicle laws in the state. The State does 
produce data that allows each county to monitor performance. 
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DMV’s mission aligns with the mayors priorities in the following ways: 

 

•Safety net- DMV impacts Safety Net by complying with State and National vehicular 
crime-related regulations and programs to prevent title fraud, title washing, cloning, 
alterations, protect abuse victims through the address confidentiality program, and 
detect fraudulent drivers licenses.  

•DMV has a large enforcement role in keeping vehicular crime at bay.  

•DMV will not issue a title on anything that is not road worthy, thereby 
keeping Denver’s streets safe. 

•DMV trains staff to prevent crime. 

•DMV coordinates with other safety agencies through the stolen vehicle 
identity program. Stolen vehicles are flagged by police, and DMV puts a hold 
on the VIN.  

•DMV is working with state to align names on Drivers Licenses and Titles on 
new transactions to comply with state statute.  

•DMV is launching an initiative to track renewal tabs to prevent fraud. 

 

•Customer Experience 

•DMV is one of the most visible Customer Experience agencies in the County. 

•DMV has daily contact with a variety of constituents 

•DMV strives to provide excellent customer service 
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DMV is using this simple legend to identify progress on key metrics “at a glance.” 
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*Error rate depends on state audit. State rate = rejects.  Normally the state audits 
14%. Denver MV was audited in 2011, so the state sampled more than 14% (est. 
60%), which increased the error rate in 2011.  

 

* Backlog: GBR - We switched our focus on days out which will give a more accurate 
gauge to ensure that paperwork is processed prior to the expiration of the 
constituents 60 day Permit. Dealers and Banks by statute have 30 days to deliver 
paperwork to the Counties in order to have the lien perfected.  Setting our goal to 7 
days out ensures that we will have the paperwork processed with 23 days to spare on 
the constituents 60 day Permit.  

NOTE: GBR – This practice is use by other Counties as well to gauge their backlog 
level. 
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Dave asked for customer wait time to be indexed to volume. This will be done for the 
July report out.  
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